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HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN APPEAL 

 

District: Sonitpur. 

 

 

IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL DISTRICT JUDGE :: SONITPUR, 

TEZPUR, ASSAM 

 

Present: Mr. N. AKHTAR, AJS. 

 

Monday, the 27th day of May, 2019. 

 

 

Money Appeal No. 1 of 2017 

 

 

State Bank of India……................................Appellant.  

-Versus- 

 Sri Jyotirmoy Bhattacharjee and Another...................... Respondents.  

 

This appeal coming on for final hearing on 14.5.2019 in the presence of: 

 

Mr.P.Kakoty ...............................Advocate for Appellant.  

Mr.P.Saikia.................................Advocate for Respondents. 

And having stood for consideration to this day, the Court delivered the following 

Judgment:- 

J U D G M E N T 

1. Challenge in this appeal is to the Judgment and Decree dated 

15.3.2017 passed by the learned Civil Judge, Tezpur in Money Suit 

No.3/2012 whereby the suit of the plaintiff is dismissed on contest 

without cost.  
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2. PLAINTIFF’S CASE:  

The State Bank of India is the plaintiff herein which is a body 

corporate constituted under the State Bank of India Act, 1955 

having its head office at Nariman Point, Mumbai. The plaintiff is 

carrying on banking business with its various branches spreading all 

over the country and abroad and also in Tezpur as SBI, Tezpur 

Branch.  

3. The defendant no.1 is a resident of Rubber Bagan, Tezpur and is a 

businessman having a business under the name and style of M/S 

Bhattacharjee Auto Electrical situated at SC Road near Ananta 

Complex, Tezpur. The defendant no.1 is the proprietor thereof. The 

plaintiff approached the plaintiff with a request to advance a cash 

credit loan under SME credit card scheme on 27.1.2009. It was 

assured that repayment would be made on regular basis. The 

defendant no.2 who is also a resident of Tezpur town agreed to 

stand as a guarantor of the said loan.  

4. The plaintiff accepted the request of defendant no.1 and a loan was 

sanctioned with certain terms and conditions incorporated in the 

Letter of Arrangement dated. 2.2.2009. The said Letter of 

Arrangement was executed as an agreement and was signed by the 

plaintiff, the defendant no.1 as borrower and defendant no.2 as 

guarantor. The defendant no.1 was granted a cash credit loan with 

a limit of Rs.5,00000/- (Rupees Five lacs) repayable on demand 

with prevailing rate of interest which was 12.25% per anum. A cash 

credit loan account bearing no. 30667784607 was also opened. The 

defendant no.2 stood as guarantor and executed Guarantee 

Agreement which is SME-3. Latter of Arrangement was SME-1 and 

Agreement of loan cum Hypothecation was SME-2.   
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5. The said loan account was duly operated by the defendant no.1 by 

withdrawing different amounts on different dates but subsequently, 

he failed to make deposits as per norms and terms of agreement. 

The plaintiff bank then served demand notice on defendant no.1 on 

10.6.2010 asking him to update the loan account and accordingly, 

some deposits were made by the defendant but thereafter, he 

failed to make any transaction. Upon service of second demand 

notice, the defendant no.1 made some deposits and again, he 

defaulted in making further transaction. On service of the third 

demand notice, the defendant no.1 did not pay any heed and the 

said loan account was assessed as Non-Performing Asset (NPA) by 

the plaintiff. Thereafter, on calculation, it was found that the 

defendant no.1 had defaulted in making deposits which resulted in 

accumulation of an outstanding amount of Rs. 4,10,129/-which 

according to the plaintiff, the defendant no.1 was liable to repay. 

Therefore, the plaintiff has filed a suit for recovery of the said 

amount along with interest etc.     

6. DEFENDANTS’ CASE: 

The defendants have contested the suit by filing their written 

statement. It was contended that the suit is not maintainable and 

that there is no cause of action for the suit. All the statements of 

allegations are denied by the defendants.  

7. The defendants have further stated in their pleading that at the 

time of sanction of the loan, some signatures were obtained on 

some blank forms which were not filled up and the defendants put 

their signatures under compulsion and they were also not allowed 

to put dates while putting the signatures. It is contended that those 

papers were not duly filled up and subsequently, some false 
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documents might be manufactured by the plaintiff and the 

documents were also not duly stamped.  

8. It is also contended that the letter of arrangement dated 2.2.2009 

was also not executed as agreement and the same was also not 

duly signed by the plaintiff and the defendants and also not 

properly stamped. It is further stated that the loan account was 

opened but the same was not duly maintained by the plaintiff by 

making correct entries of each and every transactions made and 

the entries were made therein in violation of the terms of the 

agreement. It is also stated that the plaintiff cannot charge a higher 

rate of interest as interest was calculated at higher rate without 

informing the defendants. It is alleged that the plaintiff has violated 

the terms and conditions of the Agreement of the loan behind the 

back of the defendants and without their consent.  

9. Thus, the defendants have challenged the genuineness of the 

entire documents relied on by the plaintiff and averred that due to 

improper maintenance of accounts, the claim of the plaintiff is 

unacceptable and the suit of the plaintiff is liable to be dismissed.         

10. ISSUES: 

Having considered the above pleadings of the parties, the learned 

Court below framed the following issues: 

1) Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 

2) Whether the plaintiff bank took signature of defendants on some 

blank papers and the defendants put their signatures under 

compulsion? 

3) Whether the plaintiff bank calculated the interest in loan account 

on higher interest which is not permissible under the law? 
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4) Whether the plaintiff is entitled to recovery of Rs. 4,10,129/- from 

the defendants jointly and severally along with future interest? 

5) To what other relief/reliefs, the parties are entitled to? 

11. The learned trial court considered the pleadings of both the sides 

and also the evidence, both documentary and oral led in the suit 

and having heard the arguments, passed the impugned judgment 

and decree which is under challenge in this appeal.  

12.  I have gone through the memorandum of appeal. It appears to me 

that the impugned judgment and decree of the learned trial court 

has been assailed on as many as 11 (Eleven) grounds. It is 

pertinent to point out here that the learned trial court framed an 

Additional Issue as Issue No.6 and decided the same against the 

plaintiff/appellant. Therefore, upon consideration of all the aspects 

of law and facts and the memo of appeal in particular, it has 

appeared to me that the plaintiff has basically challenged the 

findings of the learned trial court in Issue No. 3, 4, 5 and Additional 

Issue No.6. In view of the above position, the following point is 

formulated for determination in this appeal: 

13.                             POINT FOR DETERMINATION 

1) Whether the finding of the learned trial court in Issue No.3, 

4, 5 and 6 are just and proper or need any interference in 

this appeal? 

DISCUSSIONS, DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF 

14. The learned counsel for the appellant has been heard and the 

evidence on record, documentary and oral, relied on and led by the 

parties has also been carefully considered. The case record of 
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original suit has also been meticulously gone into. Having 

considered all above, I record my finding as follows: 

15. MY FINDING ON ISSUE NO.3:  

I have gone through the findings of the Ld. Trial Court on Issue 

No.3. It appears that the Ld. Trial Court has taken into 

consideration Ext.3 which was the loan agreement. The loan 

agreement stipulated that the rate of interest is to be calculated 

@12.25% p.a. with effect from 1-1-09 but certain spaces under the 

head of “RATE OF INTEREST” were left blank and the rate of 

interest to be calculated was not mentioned therein. However, the 

Ld. Trial Court has also taken into consideration Ext.9 which was 

the Balance Sheet relied on by the plaintiff showing that the rate of 

interest had been calculated @ 14.75% per annum. The Ld. Trial 

Court has therefore, held that the interest was calculated at the 

rate higher than what was agreed upon and accordingly settled 

Issue No.3 against the plaintiff. 

16. The Ld. Counsel appearing for the respondent has submitted that 

the Ld. Trial Court has rightly decided Issue No.3 based on Ext.9 

and Ext.3. It was further submitted that initially the rate of interest 

was agreed at 12.25% but subsequently the same has been 

calculated at the rate of 14.75% which was the rate that was never 

agreed upon by the parties. On perusal of cross examination of 

PW1 who is the Deputy Manager of State Bank of India, Tezpur 

Branch, it has appeared that he had clearly admitted in his cross 

examination that no information was given to the defendants 

before calculating the interest at a higher rate. Moreover, from 

perusal of entire evidence and the documents relied on by the 

plaintiff it has appeared to me that no convincing evidence has 
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been led by the plaintiff to justify as to why the rate of interest has 

been calculated at the rate of 14.75% while it was initially agreed 

at the rate of 12.25% per annum. Moreover, the plaintiff has also 

failed to adduce any evidence to show as to why certain spaces 

were left unfilled in the head “RATE OF INTEREST” in Ext.3 which 

was a vital document relied on by the plaintiff. For the aforesaid 

reasons, I am of the view that no fault can be found with the 

finding recorded by the Ld. Trial Court so far as the decision on 

Issue No.3 is concerned. The same hence, stands affirmed and 

upheld by me. 

17. MY FINDING ON ISSUE NO.6 

It is pertinent to mention at the outset that Issue No.6 is an 

Additional Issue which was framed by the Ld. Trial Court at the 

time of preparation of the judgment. It is stated by the Ld. Trial 

Court that the defendants claimed at para No.14 that the plaintiff 

and the defendants did not properly sign the letter of arrangement 

dated 2-2-09 and also that it was not executed as an agreement for 

which this issue was framed for decision. 

18. I have gone through the pleadings of the parties and also the 

evidence adduced in the suit. I have also gone through the finding 

of the Ld. Trial Court on this issue. It appears from the finding that 

the Ld. Trial Court had categorically observed that it is not 

necessary, for a document to become a legally enforceable 

agreement, to be signed by both the parties. Reliance has been 

placed by the Ld. Trial Court on a decision rendered by the 

Hon’ble Delhi High Court in the case of M/S Shri 

Neelpadmaya Consumer Vs Sh. Satyabir @ Satbir & Ors. 

Having gone through the aforesaid case law as well as the relevant 
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provisions under the law, I am also of the view that it is not always 

necessary that an agreement to become enforceable in law, has to 

be signed by both the parties. No contrary argument has been laid 

before me by the Ld. Counsel for the respondent as well and 

therefore, I held that the finding recorded by the Ld. Trial Court to 

this extent cannot be disturbed.  

19. However, the Ld. Trial Court had also observed that Ext.4 and Ext.5 

did not bear any seal, signature or stamp of the plaintiff bank but 

nonetheless, the plaint has specifically mentioned that the aforesaid 

documents were duly sealed and stamped by the plaintiff. It further 

appears from Ext.4 which is the Agreement of Loan cum 

Hypothecation dated 2-2-09 that the interest has been calculated at 

the rate of 12.25% per annum from 1-1-09 whereas the same was 

executed on 2-2-09. This is undoubtedly an ambiguity which was 

neither clarified by the plaintiff side nor has any explanation been 

given in this regard. 

20. I have gone through the evidence of the PW1 and have also 

carefully gone through Ext.3 which is the Letter of Arrangement 

dated 2-2-09 from which it clearly appears that there are many 

spaces under different heads in Ext-3 which have been left blank. 

Ext.3 has also been relied on as an agreement signed by the 

defendant No.1 and also by the defendant No.2. If there was any 

stipulation printed thereon which was not applicable to the terms of 

the loan advanced to the defendant no.1, then, it could have been 

struck off by the plaintiff in order to avoid unnecessary confusion. 

However, the plaintiff has not done so and many spaces have been 

left blank without putting any figure/words thereon. It is to be 

understood clearly that an agreement bears terms and conditions 

upon which the parties agree and therefore, there has to be clear 
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stipulation of each and every condition on which the parties agreed. 

In such a situation, there cannot be any blank space left on the 

body of an enforceable agreement, which if exists, would create 

serious suspicion on the genuineness of such agreement and that 

will indeed adversely affect its credibility under the law. I am, 

therefore, of the view that the Ld. Trial Court has rightly declined to 

rely on Ext.3, Ext.4 and Ext.5. The finding of the Ld. Trial Court 

on this issue therefore, does not call for any interference 

and the same is accordingly affirmed by me.  

21. MY DECISION ON ISSUE NO.4 

While deciding Issue No.4, the Ld. Trial Court has taken into 

consideration Ext.4, Ext.5 and also Ext.9 and has finally concluded 

that the plaintiff is not entitled to any relief as claimed in the suit. I 

have carefully gone through the finding of the Ld. Trial Court. It is 

important to point out here that the Ld. Counsel appearing for the 

respondent had vehemently argued that in the present suit the 

plaintiff has absolutely failed to discharge its burden in proving its 

own case as required U/s.101 of the Indian Evidence Act. It is 

further argued that in the present suit, the plaintiff has mainly 

relied on Ext.9 which is the statement of loan account of the 

defendant and also on Ext.10 which is the Loan Status enquiry 

report of the defendant. The ld. Counsel for the respondent had 

argued that a loan statement is relevant U/s.34 of the Indian 

Evidence Act and also U/s. 4 of the Bankers’ Books Evidence Act, 

1981. He had however submitted that on the basis of the statement 

as to Loan Account alone, the plaintiff cannot fix liability on the 

defendant. The plaintiff is duty bound to bring some other evidence 

on record to show that the defendant in fact, had those liabilities 

which are otherwise shown to have existed by the Statement of 

Account maintained by the plaintiff bank in the ordinary course of 
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banking business. It is further submitted that though Sec.4 of the 

Bankers’ Books Evidence Act has provided that certified copies of 

any entry in a bankers’ book shall be received as prima facie 

evidence of the existence of such entry, but the same also is not 

alone sufficient to fix absolute liability on the defendant. It is 

further argued that in the present suit, the plaintiff has not adduced 

any evidence other than the Statement of Account maintained in 

the bank of the plaintiff which is absolutely denied by the 

defendant and the genuineness thereof, is also disputed by the 

defendant. In such a situation, it was necessary for the plaintiff to 

prove its case by adducing other evidence as well, which the 

plaintiff has failed to do and therefore, the case of the plaintiff must 

fail on this count alone. In support of his argument reliance has 

been placed on the following decisions: 

(1) Rama Ghosh & Ors Vs. Rukhia Begum, reported in 

1999 (3) GLT 176 and, 

(2) Chandradhar Goswami and Ors vs. The Gauhati 

Bank Ltd. reported in AIR 1967 SC 1058. 

22. I have carefully gone through the aforesaid decisions. In the case 

of Rama Ghosh (Supra), it was observed by the Hon’ble 

Gauhati High Court that the plaintiff must prove its case by 

discharging its initial burden as cast on him under the law. 

Moreover, in the case of Chandradhar Goswami  (Supra), the 

Hon’ble Apex Court had made the following observations: 

“It is clear from a bare perusal of the section 

(Sec. 34 of Evidence Act) that no person can be 

charged with liability merely on the basis of 

entries in books of account, even where such 

books of account are kept in the regular course 
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of business. There has to be further evidence to 

prove payment of the money which may appear 

in the books of account in order that a person 

may be charged with liability thereunder, 

except where the person to be charged accepts 

the correctness of the books of account and 

does not challenge them.” 

23. In relation to Sec. 4 of the Bankers’ Books Evidence Act, the 

Hon’ble Apex Court had further observed as follows: 

“It will be clear that s. 4 gives a special privilege to 

banks and allows certified copies of their accounts to 

be produced by them and those certified copies 

become prima facie evidence of the existence of the 

original entries in the accounts and are admitted as 

evidence of matters, transactions and accounts 

therein, but such admission is only where, and to the 

same extent as, the original entry itself would be 

admissible by law and not further or otherwise. 

Original entries alone under s. 34 of the Evidence Act 

would not be sufficient to charge any person with 

liability and as such copies produced under s. 4 of the 

Bankers' Books Evidence Act obviously cannot charge 

any person with liability. Therefore, where the entries 

are not admitted it is the duty of the bank if it relies 

on such entries to charge any person with liability, to 

produce evidence in support of the entries to show 

that the money was advanced as indicated therein 

and thereafter the entries would be of use as 

corroborative evidence. But no person can be charged 
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with liability on the basis of mere entries whether the 

entries produced are the original entries or copies 

under s. 4 of the Bankers' Books Evidence Act.” 

24. It is, thus, clear from the aforesaid observations that Sec.34 of the 

Indian Evidence Act only provides that any entry in the books of 

account including those maintained in electronic form regularly kept 

in the course of business are relevant but such statement shall not 

alone be sufficient evidence to charge any person with liability. 

Moreover, the Hon’ble Apex Court has further made it clear that 

a certified copy of the entry in a Bankers’ Book as provided in Sec.4 

of the Bankers’ Books Evidence Act, is nothing but the copies of the 

original entries alone U/s.34 of the Evidence Act and therefore, 

those will be admissible only to the extent to which the original 

entry is itself admissible under the law. It is further clarified by the 

Hon’ble Apex Court that no person can be charged with liability 

on the basis of mere entries whether the entries produced are the 

original entries U/s.34 of the Evidence Act or certified copies 

thereof as provided U/s.4 of the Bankers’ Books Evidence Act.  

25. In the present suit it would appear from the evidence on record 

that the plaintiff has relied on Ext.9 alone for the purpose of 

showing the liability of the defendant towards the plaintiff. No other 

evidence has been adduced to show that those entries were 

genuine. Moreover, it would further appear from the cross-

examination of PW1 that he had clearly stated in his evidence that 

the defendant No.1 had a Recurring Account in the bank of the 

plaintiff and the amount deposited in the recurring account was 

also adjusted with the existing liability of the defendant but he had 

clearly stated that he cannot say what amount was exactly 

deposited in the recurring account and to what extent, the 
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adjustment was made. He had also admitted in his cross 

examination that no document pertaining to the recurring deposit 

account had been submitted in this suit. He had also stated that an 

amount of Rs.1,19,526.00 (Rupees one lac nineteen thousand five 

hundred twenty six) only which was deposited in STDR of the 

defendant No.1  was also adjusted with the loan account but at the 

time of making this adjustment, the defendant No.1 was not 

informed. It further appears from the cross examination of the PW1 

that if any amount has to be deposed in the bank, it needs to be 

deposited through deposit voucher and if an amount is to be 

withdrawn, it has to be withdrawn through a withdrawal cheque. 

He had also admitted that the defendant No.1 had made certain 

deposits by deposit vouchers and he had also withdrawn certain 

amounts by withdrawal cheque but those deposit vouchers and 

withdrawal cheque have not been produced in this suit. 

26. It thus appears to me that the plaintiff has raised its claim against 

the defendant in a manner which is not sanctioned under the law. 

The plaintiff has not adduced certain documentary evidence which 

were necessary in addition to Ext.9 to strengthen the claim of the 

plaintiff. It is not comprehensible as to why the plaintiff has relied 

on Ext.9 alone and abstained from adducing other available 

evidence in the court in support of its claim. It is already indicated 

above that the entries in the book of account maintained by the 

bank are not alone sufficient to charge the defendant with any 

liability. Therefore, I am convinced that the plaintiff has failed to 

adduce convincing evidence to prove its claim raised against the 

defendant. Therefore, the plaintiff cannot make recovery of any 

amount as prayed for in the suit. The Ld. Trial Court has rightly 

decided this issue against the plaintiff and I do not find any 
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reason to interfere with the finding of the Ld. Trial Court. 

The same is accordingly affirmed by me. 

27. MY DECISION ON ISSUE NO.5 

In view of what has been discussed and pointed out in the 

foregoing paragraphs, I am of the view that the learned trial court 

has rightly held that the plaintiff is not entitled to any relief in the 

suit. The finding of the said issued cannot be faulted with 

and accordingly, the same stands affirmed by me. 

28. The point for determination is accordingly answered 

against the plaintiff/appellant.   

29.                                         O R D E R  

The appeal is accordingly found to be devoid of any merit and 

hence, dismissed on contest with cost upholding the judgment 

and decree of the learned trial court. 

30. Prepare decree accordingly. 

31. Send down the case record of M.S. No. 3/2012 to the learned Civil 

Judge, Tezpur, Assam with a copy of this judgment and decree. 

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 27th day of 

May, 2019. 

Dictated and corrected by me: 

 

      Addl. District Judge,                                   Addl. District Judge, 

  Sonitpur, Tezpur ::Assam.                          Sonitpur, Tezpur ::Assam  

 


